


Creating objects telling about human and artistic sharing TakeCaire is an 
Edition House of handmade design confounded by Sylvie Blanchet, interior designer and 
Emilie Kartsonas, architect and videographer.  TakeCaire was born through collaborative 
work between artisans of Old Cairo and young French design graduates from the 
prestigious Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Arts Décoratifs (ENSAD) in Paris. 

The project constantly explores different techniques and materials offering a range 
of objects; with each item telling the story of an encounter between two talents, two 
countries, two skill sets, an encounter between tradition and contemporary research. 
Our current collections include local materials such as copper, brass, blow glass, and turn 
wood, recycled cotton and paper…a fraction of the diversity of raw materials available 
in Egypt. These encounters are made possible through the organization of workshops 
between artisans and designers.

Design through craft TakeCaire expands the possibilities offered by Egyptian artisanal 
knowhow through an innovative approach integrating design, in all its forms, aesthetic 
being an end result of a collaborative work on the field in line with the artisans, their 
talent, the cultural and social context of their community

A label for sustainable design TakeCaire is a label of quality concerned with 
producing handmade design, beautiful, durable, and beneficial to everyone 

Since 2015, TakeCaire has committed to the United Nations’ Egyptian Global Compact 
Network, whose mission is to support the private sector’s development of sustainable 
entrepreneurship. http://www.gcnetworkegypt.org/ 

Our work comes with a high regard to artisans who dedicate their skills to fabricate 
with their hands, objects for TakeCaire. We bring environmental awareness through 
the use of recycled materials when possible. Each object is fabricated with local raw 
materials and by local talents, bearing in mind the empowerment of communities with 
which we work, men and women alike.

TakeCaire commitment toward responsible design is our priority and we are targeting to 
foster creations of collections through recycling or up-cycling. We believe in the relevance 
and importance to focusing on hand-made slow design, objects and services alike.

To help you identify better 
our “slow design” objects we 
have created this pictogram
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After studying together at ENSAD Paris and graduating in 2013, Barbara Balland 
and Sébastien Tardif formed the duo Barbaseb and more recently the collective 
Furn based in Paris. Born from the combination of multiple skills, design, structural 
engineering, cabinetmaking, FURN is a creative studio that develops furniture, 
installations and products, stores, offices and residential projects. Through their 
partnership, they worked on various projects of product design, furniture or space 
design including for TakeCaire or windows for The Galeries Lafayette.
 
Each of Barbaseb project is designed for a sustainable and scalable use, aesthetic 
as it is functional, which lets the user create his own story with the product.  
Concerned about the impact of design on the environment, they work more 
willingly with robust, natural materials, that ensure the cleanliness and longevity of 
their creations. 

For TakeCaire, they experimented with Egyptian wood and glass, creating a series of 
turn rosewood tableware and a series of glassware with recycled blown glass. They 
also worked with copper associated to recycled paper maché to create a series of 
pendant lightings.
Both, Offering and Mainstay collections have been selected to the WHAT’S NEW? 
– SHARE by François Delclaux thematic space at Maison & Objet September 2019, 
where TakeCaire participates for the 1st time.

Barbara Balland Sebastien Tardif

Barbaseb Duo Designers from Furn

 “Inspired by the Egyptians 
generosity while hosting their guests 
and the convivial sharing of food 
and meals, Barbaseb, a designer 
duo, has designed a collection of 
local wooden tableware.”

UPHANCEOFFERING

The idea is to magnify the recycled 
paper maché perceived as a 
secondary material by marrying it 
with copper with a mirrored finish. 
The juxtaposition of those two 
materials enhances the symbolic 
value of the final product.

“By observing which objects 
artisans had already done with 
recycled paper, we wanted to 
provide a functionality that could 
fit this material. The idea of a 
shade, light and fragile came as 
an evidence. “

Barbaseb Collections
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Barbaseb Collections

This set of tins in copper is born 
from the desire to create two 
beautiful and practical objects 
containing the so precious tea and 
sugar to Egyptian people. They 
symbolize the unavoidable tea’s 
ritual consisting in always offering it 
served very sweet, in any occasion 
to a visitor, or sipped all along the 
day in the popular coffee shops.

The shape of these glasses is a hint 
to the mythical glass of the famous 
soda brand very popular in Egypt. 
The curvatures and shapes are 
inspired by those of the shrouds 
worn in Ancient Egypt. They also 
allow for an easy handling of the 
glass.

SHYMAINSTAY

“ Everywhere we went, we have 
been almost each time welcomed 
with tea, even in the most 
unexpected places. Thus, with 
these tins, anyone can carry and 
store in the best conditions, this so 
precious herb to Egyptian.” 
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Claire Bonardot is a Textile Designer with specialization in weaving. She graduated 
from ENSAD Paris in 2014. Her work has always been focusing on the use of waste 
that is massive in textile industry. Her different experiences and creations show how 
upcycling can lead to refine and beautiful fabrics or products.

It started in 2010, during a Workshop: Les “Recyleurs”.
(To wake Up our waste, 24 hours for recycling performance, Lyon, France)
In 2013, during a residence at National Institute of Design of Ahmedabad in India 
and through a collaboration with Kaustav Majumbar, Claire took the full dimension 
and importance of Upcycling and Recycling in textile design creation and production. 
(TEXTOTENON Make old Chair Awake).
In 2014, thanks to the support of the Foundation Bettencourt–Schuller, her collaboration 
with Lola Mercier has been the opportunity to create unique handmade pieces, with a 
range of possibilities, mixing textile craft and new technologies. (zero waste Diploma 
project, Textile design, ENSAD 2014, Paris / selvedges effects» TSD manufacture, 
Lyon). Other projects such as Hand-Printing, Hand-Games, ennoble Floss silk, Textile 
design & material testify of her dedication to slow design and her talent.

During the workshop #2 organized by TakeCaire, Claire Bonardot diverted the 
everyday practice of women weavers of “the Cairo Zabaleen Community” by re-
adapting one of their looms and developing, together with them, more complex 
patterns. This led to the creation of handwoven cotton rugs made from recycled 
material. As well, inspired by the pharaonic world and its powerful and refined 
female figures, she has developed a collection of jewels made of recycled paper 
beads mixed with brass.

Claire Bonardot Designer

Claire Bonardot Collections

RECYCLED

This collection of rugs is resulting 
at the same time from the expertise 
and commitment of Claire in slow 
design, through creative approach 
in textile waste’s upcycling and 
recycling, and APE, association 
supporting garbage collector’s 
community, pioneer in Egypt 
in sustainability and social 
empowerment.
To create this collection of rugs, 
Claire Bonardot, diverted the 
everyday practice of women 
weavers by re-adapting one of their 
looms and developing, together 
with them, more complex patterns. 
This real exchange and knowledge 
sharing between designer and 
artisan gave birth to these beautiful, 
genuine and responsible designer 
rugs.

“Inspired by the Pharaonic tradition 
of praising powerful female 
figures, Claire Bonardot and our 
coppersmith created a collection of 
jewels reflecting the sophistication 
of the ancient Queens of Egypt.

ARSINOE

“Inspired by the pharaonic world 
and its powerful and refined 
female figures, Claire Bonardot 
created from recycled materials in 
the workshops of the women from 
Zabbaleen community, a collection 
of jewels for contemporary women 
in line with the queens of Egypt.

QUEENS

«To create this collection of 
adornments, Claire Bonardot, 
subjugated by the everyday practice 
of these women in their atelier, 
developed, together with them, 
more sophisticated and valuable 
designs. This real exchange and 
knowledge sharing between 
designer and artisan gave birth 
to these beautiful, genuine and 
responsible designer jewelries.”
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In 2010, Julien Devaux upon completion of his studies at ENSAD in Paris, founded 
his design studio to work on the object and space. His passion is to work with the 
raw material. His creative process begins with the questioning of the material or 
the expertise with which it has to work. He likes to be surprised by including results 
of tests and wealth of a collaboration with an artisan or a company working on 
the project. Julien also attaches great importance to the coherence and balance 
between the technical, economic, environmental and human aspects of its projects 
while striving to inspire and develop both the skills and local assets of the project.

For TakeCaire, he designed two collections of objects with two artisans working 
with copper and blown glass, creating a series of vases “Chic&Choc”, Positive and 
Negative. This collection of vases is an expression of his feeling of instability after 
a visit at the emblematic Tahir Square in 2012, where the glass, tormented by the 
copper, is on the edge of exploding.”
With “Mystere Mystere” collection of tidies and pendant lightings, the designer left to 
the artisan a space for free expression in the inner shapes of the objects combined 
to a refined and minimalist outer shape in blackened oxidized copper.
A real exchange of expertise between the work of the designer and the artisan. 
Therefore, each object is unique but the mystery remains whole.

His “Negative” vase  from Chic&Choc collection have been selected to the WHAT’S 
NEW? – SHARE by François Delclaux thematic space at Maison & Objet September 
2019, where TakeCaire participates for the 1st time.

Julien Devaux Designer

Julien Devaux Collections

This collection of vases is an 
expression of a strong feeling. A 
tension between the material where 
the glass, martyrized by the copper, 
is on the verge of explosion.

CHIC&CHOC

“This collection of vases was 
inspired by my visit to Tahrir’s 
square: an emblematic place. 
During our presence in Egypt, 
this square was always occupied 
by protesters. A tension almost 
palpable was strongly felt. The 
feeling of instability was so strong 
it gave the impression that it takes 
only few things for the situation to 
«explode ».”

Different qualities of copper and with 
complementary properties, giving way to 
a subtle contrast between the interior and 
the exterior shape of the objects.

MYSTERE
“Embossed, soldered, polished, perforated, 
hammered, chiseled, patinated... The 
mastery of this material by the Egyptian 
artisans gives freedom to the imagination 
of new shapes and new textures”
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Through motif, illustration, design, edition, photography, Lola works with different 
agencies while developing several personal projects on the edge between art, craft 
and design. 

After obtaining two degrees in applied arts (engraving at Estienne and then textile 
design at the Arts Décoratifs de Paris in 2014), her design career led her to create 
through workshops in India, Burkina Faso, or in Egypt. These trips were part of the 
creation of its palettes and repertoires of forms and materials. The universe of Lola 
is guided by color and based on crossbreeding. By play, by intuition, by taste of 
rhythm, she unfolds stories, passing from miniature to large format, from weaving to 
printing, from drawing to material.

For TakeCaire, she developed the series Cartouche with women of the “zabaleen” 
community, a weaving workshop in Cairo whose raw material comes from waste 
fabrics (cotton). Between art and design, rugs and bags are drawn from compositions 
inspired by hieroglyphs, woven by hand on very rudimentary crafts. The colors and 
the materials of these unique pieces adapt according to the supplies.
Lotus is another refined collection of adornment, made out of brass. Simplified and 
refined the flower motif comes in assembled or folded modules, openwork patterns, 
to draw a collection of elegant adornments in brass…

Lola Mercier Designer

Lola Mercier Collections

From waste to art, recalling the 
motif of ancient Egypt through 
recycled cotton.
Cartouche is a project in 
partnership with A.P.E, a weaving 
workshop in Cairo whose raw 
material comes from waste fabrics 
(cotton). Between art and design, 
carpets and bags are drawn 
from compositions inspired by 
hieroglyphs, woven by hand on 
very rudimentary crafts. The colors 
and the materials of these unique 
pieces adapt according to the 
supplies.

Symbol of the sun, birth and 
abundance, the lotus flower is very 
present in the collective Egyptian 
imagination from antiquity to 
the present day. Simplified and 
refined the flower motif comes in 
assembled or folded modules, 
openwork patterns, to draw a 
collection of elegant adornments in 
brass…

CARTOUCHELOTUS
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Nathanael Abeille is a product designer graduate from ENSAD Paris, he is giving 
a lot of importance to the process behind a design object. He worked with the 
architect Jean Nouvel in projects that have allowed him to confront the architecture 
and pay particular attention to the relationship between the overall appearance of 
a building and the details that constitute it.

He developed a project called Reflexion which has for objective to create a natural 
light reflective principle on the facades of buildings. Reflection is a search that tends 
towards a realistic application.
All Nathanael›s projects require a roundtrip relevance constant feedback between 
the material, manufacturing process, and context of use. 

For TakeCaire, Nathanael developped a design process for his collection Heba 
(named from the artisan) to create a series of 3D objects in khayameya. He also 
developed in collaboration with Samuel Aden a collection of furniture combining 
wood and khayameya called Naguib.

Nathanael Abeille Designer

Nathanael Abeille Collections

The principle is to work through a 
constructive system which gives a 2d to 
3d pattern.
“ The approach is to sew fabric pieces 
edge to edge, following a system that 
structure the material. The process use only 
one single module. The use of transparent 
fabrics allows to show the richness of 
folds, the choice of irregular fabrics 
enhances the random pattern of this type 
of manufacture, and justifies the interest of 
working on a single piece by hand. “

HEBA

How to get khayameya from decorative 
to useful: transform an ornamental medium 
into a comfortable material.
“ Our technical approach was to teach 
a new process: adding, in the sewing 
fabric pieces edge to edge process, a 
step in which the craftsman upholstered 
the fabric with raw Egyptian cotton. We 
have worked on the development of three 
furniture, a bench, a chair and a stool, 
drawn from the basic design inspired by 
furniture seen on Cairo streets. ”

NAGUIB

Nathanael Abeille 
& Samuel Aden Collections
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Samuel Aden graduated with a Master’s Degree in Product Design 
(ENSAD) with the highest honors in 2010.

He already exhibited his work, like the Musical chair and La 
“Flampoule” in various exhibitions at Seoul World Video Vision, 
Biennale Internationale Design in Saint-Étienne or Lieu du design in 
Paris.

For TakeCaire Samuel designed two collections of design objects: 
Revolution and Pharaoh. He used different know-hows, from 
Khayameya traditional weaving technique to carpentry, and created 
contemporary furniture from traditional technique. His design recall 
Egypt›s contemporary time and life.

Samuel Aden Designer

Samuel Aden Collections

PHARAOH

slip cover for chair with pharaonic 
‘connotation”. Pure Egyptina cotton for the 
traditional khayameya work, Designed by 
Samuel Aden for TakeCaire.

REVOLUTION

How to make different know-how 
and different local resources cohabit 
in order to retell a contemporary 
story of Egypt.

“ Khayameya should be today a 
testimony to the egyptian culture, 
nevertheless its traditional know-
how only testimonies gone history. 
I tried to narrate, leave a trace 
of the revolution. A duty to be 
remembered. ”
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Léo Lescop, graduated of ENSAD Paris in 2010, is driven by a search for meaning in 
different directions of fantasy, poetry, science and technology. He questions magical 
thinking, the mechanisms of chance and evolution, the relationship between nature 
and artefact, changes in paradigms.
 
To practice this personal artistic questioning, he diverts materials, techniques, 
protocols, uses and contexts.
 
For TakeCaire Léo Lescop created three collections, working with three different 
artisans; around copper with “This is Bombé!” a collection of objects and jewels with 
patterns repetitive and variable resonating with the tradition of the Islamic arabesque 
in a resolutely contemporary way. Around Khayameya with the collections of cushions 
“Revival” where he reinvents the traditional knowhow of tent making by diverting the 
implementation and the chosen textiles and “Bump!” with Camel and Chamo poufs, 
calling upon diamond and star chessboard graphics that accentuate their inflated 
and comfortable effect.

Léo Lescop Designer

Léo Lescop Collections

A collection of cushions that 
appeal to the ancestral knowledge 
of Egyptian appliqué, the 
khayameya; Léo Lescop does 
not alter the composition nor 
the process specific to this art; 
he reinvents the khayameya by 
diverting the implementation and 
the chosen textiles. With a graphic 
and humorous intention he blurs the 
tracks that connect past and future.

REVIVAL

Bump cushions are a range of huge 
poufs permitting to comfortably 
lean on a bed, a couch or on 
the ground. Not unlike the Arabic 
compositions of the very oriental 
patchwork leather poufs that are 
found everywhere in Cairo, the 
diamond and star chessboard 
graphics of Camel and Chamo 
combine with anthracite grey a 
range of progressively reddish 
colours to accentuate the inflated 
and comfortable effect.

BUMP
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Léo Lescop Collections

This is BOMBE

“Starting from a technical 
and graphic principle, which 
enables to unfold, distort, and 
thus create a volume from a 
flat brass surface by hand, Léo 
Lescop has created a collection 
of objects and jewels with 
patterns at once. repetitive 
and variable; in resonance 
with the tradition of the Islamic 
arabesque in a resolutely 
contemporary way.”

The floor lamp “Palm Trunk ”with 
various curves and heights refers to 
palm tree trunks. The light arrays are 
diffusing graphic rythms on the wall 
through the subtil cut out pattern 
calling upon the magic of Orient. 
They are an alternative for the famous 
perforated copper lamps that project 
thousands of small light rays that 
animate and enchant the lit space, 
projecting deformed graphical rhythms 
on the walls. These patterns, intimately 
related to the design processes, are  
giving a subtle oriental mood. This 
work of craftsmanship, enhances the 
Egyptian warmth of the polished and 
lustrous brass, which works to recall the 
Orient in a new way when it comes in 
contact with the light.
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& Furniture
Seating
from the collections “Revolution”, “Naguib”, “Bump” & “Pharaoh”.



“Naguib” Bench
Bench in Egyptian sorsoa 
(rosewood) or pine 
wood and handmade 
removable upholstery in 3D 
khayameya.
100% Egyptian cotton filled 
with Egyptian cotton fiber. 
Limited Edition. 
Dimensions: H 45cm, 
W14cm, L 180cm
Designed by Samuel Aden 
and Nathanaël Abeille for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: NAGUIB
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“Naguib” Stool 
Stool in Egyptian sorsoa or pine 
wood and removable upholstery 
in 3D khayameya.
100% Egyptian cotton filled with 
Egyptian cotton fiber. Limited 
Edition. 
Dimensions: H 42cm, W 
30x30cm
Designed by Samuel Aden and 
Nathanaël Abeille for TakeCaire.
Collection: NAGUIB

“Naguib_Naguib” Stool 
Stool in Egyptian sorsoa or pine 
wood.
Dimensions: H. 42cm, W. 
30x30cm
Designed by Samuel Aden and 
Nathanaël Abeille for TakeCaire.
Collection: NAGUIB
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“Black Wall” Folding Screen
Folding screen made of three 
wooden panels, allowing a 
simple partitioning of a space 
at any given time. Upholstery 
in 100% Egyptian black cotton 
corduroy. Black “ton sur ton” 
pattern inspired by traditional 
Egyptian khayameya. All 100% 
handmade.
Limited edition.
Dimensions: H 175cm W 
225cm unfolded
Designed by Samuel Aden for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: REVOLUTION
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“Pharaoh” Chair
Slip cover for chair with 
pharaonic “connotation”. Pure 
Egyptian cotton and traditional 
khayameya work. 
Dimensions: compatible with 
standard dimensions of a chair.
Designed by Samuel Aden for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: PHARAOH
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“Check Point” Sofa
Handmade Modular 
couch from 100% Egyptian 
cotton. Cover filled up 
with Egyptian cotton fiber. 
A hidden Khayameya 
lotus pattern is stitched on 
each cover for an intuitive 
assembly purpose. 
Dimensions: L 200 cm, W 
100 cm
Designed by Samuel Aden 
for TakeCaire.
Collection: REVOLUTION
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“Camel” Pouf
Huge pouf with removable 
cover, offering a comfortable 
reclining on a bed, a sofa or 
on the ground. The lozenges 
checkerboard graphic in felt 
fabric are assembled one by 
one 
following a derivative 
technique from the traditional 
Egyptian khayameya. 
Dimensions: H30cm 
W.100cmx L. 100cm
Designed by Leo Lescop for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: BUMP
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Lighting
from the collections “Uphance”, “This is Bombe”, “Revolution” & “Mystère”.



“Palm Trunk” Floor Lamp
Sculptural floor lamp, body 
in polished brass and tripod 
structure in iron cannon gun 
finish. Available in three 
different heights and finishes 
upon order. 
Designed by Leo Lescop for 
TakeCaire.
Dimensions: H 1729cm Ø 
21.5cm to 27 cm W 60 cm
Collection: THIS IS BOMBE!
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“Uphance” Pendant Lighting
Pendant lamp made of red copper 
finish mirror and molded recycled 
blue paper or jean pulp shade.
Designed by Barbara Balland and 
Sebastien Tardif for TakeCaire.
Supplied with 2 lm of fabric cable.
Dimensions: shade Ø 15 cm H 
14cm - wire 200 cm
Collection: UPHANCE
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“Mrs. Mystere” Pendant Lighting
Handmade pendant lighting in 
blackened brass matt, gunmetal finish. 
The inner part is hand embossed red 
copper. Supplied with 3 lm of fabric 
cable and metal wire +hook for 
suspension.
Designed by Julien Devaux for 
TakeCaire.
Dimensions: Ø 65cm H30cm
Collection: MYSTERE
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“Gireed” Floor Lamp
Gireed is a floor lamp on a fixed 
base. Cairo’s streets abound 
with functional objects such as 
chairs, benches, crates, and 
other objects that are constructed 
very instinctively. An interesting 
system to observe; objects that 
respond to a schema, a need, 
a response. Using the available 
means, this lighting fixture is a 
misappropriation in reference to 
these conducts.
Dimensions:
Base: Ø 20cm H 20cm - Overall 
H: approx. 140cm
Designed by Samuel Aden for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: REVOLUTION
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Rugs
from the collections “Recycled” , “Soleil” & “Hieroglyhs”.
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“Recycled” Rug
Handwoven cotton rug made 
from recycled material in 
various lengths (from 100cm 
to 210cm) and colors. 
The colors and materials of 
these unique pieces adapt to 
the availability of supplies.
Dimensions: 100x85/80cm, 
120x85/80cm, 
160x85/80cm, 
190x85/80cm, 
210x85/80cm.
Designed by Claire Bonardot 
for TakeCaire.
Collection: RECYCLED
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“Hieroglyphs” rug
Handwoven Rug made of 
recycled scraps of cotton. 
Between art and design, 
“Hieroglyphs” rug is drawn 
from compositions inspired by 
hieroglyphs.
The colors and materials of 
these unique pieces adapt to the 
availability of supplies.
Dimensions: W. 85cm L: 
160cm- Dimensions may vary 
according to the loom.
Designed by Lola Mercier for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: CARTOUCHE
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Soleil” rug
Handwoven Rug made of 
recycled scraps of cotton.
Between art and design, “Soleil” 
rug is drawn from compositions 
inspired by hieroglyphs. The 
colors and materials of these 
unique pieces adapt to the 
availability of supplies.
Dimensions: W 80cm L 160cm
Designed by Lola Mercier for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: CARTOUCHE
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Home
Accessories
from the collections “Chic&Choc”, “This is Bombe”, “Revival”, 
“Heba”, “Mystere”, “Revolution” & “Salt of Siwa”.



“Hyperion” Cup Medium
Handmade brass cup. Finish 
polished or Matt coating. 
Hyperion medium cup is part 
of a collection of cups with 
patterns at once, repetitive 
and variable, in resonance 
with the tradition of the Islamic 
arabesque in a resolutely 
contemporary way.” It exists in 
3 different dimensions.
The combination of different 
sizes and finishes creates a 
very sophisticated set, at the 
same time beautiful and useful.
Dimensions: Ø 24,5 cm
Designed by Leo Lescop, Paris, 
for TakeCaire.
Collection: THIS IS BOMBE!
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“Hyperion” Cup
Handmade brass cup. Finish 
polished or Matt coating. 
Hyperion cup is a collection 
of cups with patterns at once, 
repetitive and variable, in 
resonance with the tradition 
of the Islamic arabesque in a 
resolutely contemporary way.”
The combination of different 
sizes and finishes creates a very 
sophisticated set, at the same 
time beautiful and useful.

“Hyperion” Cup Large
Dimensions: Ø 40 cm
“Hyperion” Cup Small
Dimensions: Ø 16 cm

Designed by Leo Lescop, Paris, 
for TakeCaire.
Collection: THIS IS BOMBE!
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“Chic&Choc” Positive vase
Vase in mouth blown 
transparent recycled glass and 
hand-cut polished brass accent 
ring. Each piece is unique.
The dimensions are indicative 
and depend on artisan work 
and the diameter of the brass 
ring that is made with various 
quantity of hooks.
Dimensions: Medium vase: H. 
app. 25 cm- Ø from 5 to 9 cm 
(with 8 to 9 hooks)
Vase Large: H. app. 30 cm -Ø 
from 5 to 9 cm according to 
the work of blown glass (with 
10 to 12 hooks).
Designed by Julien Devaux, 
Paris, for TakeCaire.
Collection: CHIC&CHOC
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“Chic&Choc” Negative vase
Vase in mouth blown 
transparent recycled glass 
and cap in repousse polished 
brass with hand cut out accent 
details. Each piece is unique.
The dimensions are indicative 
and depend on artisan work.
Mixed with the “Positive” vase, 
it creates a beautiful set.
Dimensions: H. app. 30 cm - 
Ø from 5 to 9 cm.
Designed by Julien Devaux, 
Paris, for TakeCaire.
Collection: CHIC&CHOC
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“Optix” Cushion 
Optix is part of the collection of 
hand-made cushion’s covers in 
Egyptian cotton with Khayameya 
traditional technique of appliqué. 
The traditional composition 
only reveals itself through the 
discontinuity of the same striped 
pattern. Muting all the colour 
contrasts, the image is limited to 
a subtle optical illusion: graphic!
Stripes can be light grey, beige to 
mauve and “carreaux vichy” blue.
Dimensions: 35cmx35cm or 
50x50cm
Designed by Léo Lescop, Paris for 
TakeCaire
Collection: REVIVAL
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FANTASY Collection of 
cushions from Revival Series 
Khayameya from diversion 
of the most famous cartoons’ 
figures conveyed around the 
world , randomly recomposed 
in patchwork from in 100% 
Egyptian cotton 
35 cm x 35 cm
Design: Leo Lescop
Collection: REVIVAL

“New School” cushion’s cover.
An abyssal implementation 
of traditional khayameya 
technique, randomly 
recomposed in patchwork from 
printed khayameya: explosive 
and resolutely contemporary!
Exists in 4 different tones: Red, 
Green, Mauve, Mix of the 3 
colors.
Dimensions: 35x35cm or 
50x50CM
Design: Leo Lescop
Collection: REVIVAL
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“Mr. Mystere” Handmade tidy made of 
an outer cup, oxidized black gun metal 
finish and a removable inner part, in red 
copper carefully hammered or embossed 
by hand and calling upon traditional 
Islamic patterns. set of 3 different sizes 
and shapes that can elegantly be 
combined together.

“Mr. Mystere” Tidy #1
Dimensions: Ø 22.7 to 51.5 cm H 9 cm
Mr. Mystere tidy # 2
Dimensions: Ø 12 to 30.5 cm H 35 cm
Mr. Mystere tidy # 3 
Dimensions: Ø 35 to 45cm H. 16 cm

Designed by Leo Lescop for TakeCaire.
Collection: “MYSTERE MYSTERE”
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“Heba’ Cup
Handmade cup with appliqué 
technique in silk organza.
This cup gives a new breath 
to the ancestral patchwork 
technique of khayameya. 
The ornamental khayameya 
becomes a useful and beautiful 
object.” 
Dimensions: Ø 25 cm
Designed by Nathanaël Abeille, 
Paris for TakeCaire.
Collection: HEBA
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“Heba” Curtain
Handmade   curtain with 
appliqué technique in Sudanese 
transparent cotton voile.
This curtain gives a new breath 
to the ancestral patchwork 
technique of khayameya. The 
ornamental khayameya becomes 
a useful and beautiful object.” 
Limited edition.
Dimensions: exclusively upon 
order
Designed by Nathanaël Abeille, 
Paris for TakeCaire.
Collection: HEBA
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“Nereide” Candle Holder
Nereide is a candle holder 
composed of a mouth blown 
recycled and sanded glass jar 
and a removable candle support 
in chiseled and cut-out brass. 
It subtilty lays on the jar... The 
candle flame reveals a geometric 
design with unexpected and 
hypnotic soft movements. 
All exclusively hand-made.
Dimensions: brass candle holder: 
H. 12 cm Ø 5,5cm, glass jar: 
H. approx. 15cm
Designed by Leo Lescop, Paris for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: THIS IS BOMBE!

«Storytelling» Triptych
 «Storytelling» is a series of 
artworks designed to recount a 
modern history of the Egyptian 
capital. Triptych of artwork in 
khayameya traditional technique.
100% Egyptian cotton and black 
painted wooden frame.
Limited edition.
Dimensions: 42cm x 60cm
Designed by Samuel Aden for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: “REVOLUTION”
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«Pharaonic» candle holder 
Candle holder handmade in the 
oasis of Siwa in the western desert 
of Egypt. Shape inspired from 
pharaonic jars found inside the 
pyramid’s tombs. The material is 
salt stone from the oasis. To be kept 
away from water and humidity.
Dimensions: 7x6.5 cm
Design TakeCaire
Collection: SALT OF SIWA

«Cubic» Candle holder 
Description: Square candle holder 
handmade in the oasis of Siwa, 
in the western desert of Egypt. The 
material is salt stone from in the 
oasis. 
To be kept away from water and 
moisture.
Dimensions: 8cmx8cmx8cm
Design TakeCaire
Collection: SALT OF SIWA
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Tableware
from the collections “Offering”, “Shy” & “Mainstay”.



“Offering” tray
Serving or decorative 
tray made in Egyptian 
turned timber rose wood. 
Guaranteed without any 
chemical or hazardous 
products for food usage.
Dimensions: Ø approx. 
30cm  
Designed by Barbaseb 
from Furn Paris for 
TakeCaire. 
Collection: OFFERING
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“Offering” stackable plates
Set of 3 stackable plates 
handmade in Egyptian turned 
timber rosewood. The set itself 
can be piled with another set, 
creating a sculpture with your 
tableware to be exposed in your 
design kitchen. Guaranteed 
without any chemical or 
hazardous products for food 
usage. 
Dimensions: Complete set 
closed: approx. Ø 20 cm x H 
9,5 cm- Internal plate: Ø 17 cm
Designed by Barbaseb from Furn 
Paris for TakeCaire. 
Collection: OFFERING
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“Offering “tumbler large
Tumbler large partially grooved 
made in Egyptian turned 
rosewood. Guaranteed without 
any chemical or hazardous 
product for food and beverage 
usage.
Dimensions: approx. 9.5 cm 
height, Ø 9 cm and base 6 cm.
Designed by Barbara Balland 
and Sebastien Tardif from Furn 
Paris for TakeCaire. 
Collection: OFFERING
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“Offering” Tumbler small 1 
Fully grooved
Goblet in Egyptian turned 
rosewood. Guaranteed 
without any chemical or 
hazardous products for 
food usage. 
Dimensions: 12cm height, 
Ø 8cm & 5 cm
Designed by Barbara 
Balland and Sebastien 
Tardif from Furn Paris for 
TakeCaire. 
Collection: OFFERING
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“Offering” Tumbler small 2 
Partially grooved
Tumbler small 2 Partially 
grooved made in Egyptian 
turned rosewood. Guaranteed 
without any chemical or 
hazardous products for food 
usage. 
Dimensions: 12cm height, Ø 
8cm & 5 cm
Designed by Barbara Balland 
and Sebastien Tardif from Furn 
Paris for TakeCaire. 
Collection: OFFERING
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Offering” bowl
Bowl partially grooved made 

in Egyptian turned timber 
rosewood. Guaranteed without 

any chemical or hazardous 
products for food or beverage 

usage.
Dimensions: 12cm height, Top: 
Ø13 cm, Bottom: Ø 6cm, H= 

approx. 9,6 cm
Designed by Barbara Balland 
and Sebastien Tardif from Furn 

Paris for TakeCaire
Collection: OFFERING
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Wooden single plate
Series of plates made in Egyptian 
turned rosewood.
Guaranteed without any 
chemical or hazardous products 
for food usage.
Dimensions: small Ø approx. 
16cm, large Ø approx. 20cm 
Collection: developed by 
TakeCaire
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Wooden salad bowl
Salad bowl in Egyptian 
turned rosewood. Various 
sizes. Guaranteed 
without any chemical or 
hazardous products for 
food usage.
Dimensions: Small Ø 
15cm, Medium Ø 18 
cm, Large Ø 21 cm, 
Extra-large Ø 25 cm
Collection: developed by 
TakeCaire
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“Shy” Tea & Sugar Tins
Set of two sugar and tea 
tins in red copper with a 
chiseled graphic Islamic 
pattern on the top of the cap. 
All handmade, spinning and 
chiseled pattern.
Finish mirror polished and 
coated. 
Dimensions:
Tea Tin (high): H= 20cm Ø 
7,5cm, Sugar Tin (low): H= 
14,5 cm Ø 7,5cm
Designed by Barbara 
Balland et Sebastien Tardif 
from Furn Paris for TakeCaire.
Collection: SHY
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“Mainstay” Carafe 
Jar in recycled transparent mouth-
blown glass with a lid in Egyptian 
timber turned rosewood.
They are proposed in 2 different 
sizes that can be combined: Low 
and High.
Dimensions: Low size approx. 24cm 
height, High size approx. 28cm 
height
Designed by Barbara Balland and 
Sebastien Tardif from Furn Paris for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: MAINSTAY
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“Mainstay” Carafe Jar with a lid 
in Egyptian timber turned rosewood 
and Glasses in recycled transparent 
mouthblown glass. 
They are proposed in different sizes 
and shapes that can be combined 
as a set. 
Designed by Barbara Balland and 
Sebastien Tardif from Furn Paris for 
TakeCaire. 
Collection: MAINSTAY
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Mainstay tumblers in recycled 
transparent mouth-blown glass. They 
are proposed in 2 different designs 
that can be combined: with Curved 
accent or Straight.

Mainstay “High Glasses”
Dimensions: High glass approx.: H 
14,5 cm Bottom Ø 7,5 cm.

Mainstay “Medium Glass”
Dimensions: Medium size approx.: 
H 11,5 cm Bottom Ø 8,5 cm.

Mainstay “Low Glasses”
Dimensions: approx.: H 8,5 cm 
Bottom Ø 8,5 cm

Designed by Barbaseb from Furn 
Paris for TakeCaire.
Collection: MAINSTAY
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from the collections “Queens”, “Lotus”, “Fragments” & “Arsinoe”.



“Fragment” bracelet
Bracelet handmade in brass, 
available in polish finish or 
silver plated. 
And with 2 different patterns:” 
Pyraweel “and “Squareweel”.
Designed by Leo Lescop for 
TakeCaire.
Collection THIS IS BOMBE!
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“Fragment” single small or 
large pendant handmade 
in brass, available in brass 
polish finish or silver plated. 
Exists in 4 different shapes: 
square, rectangular 
hexagonal and triangular.
And different patterns.
Collection THIS IS BOMBE!

“Fragment” earrings
Earrings handmade in 
brass, available in polish 
finish or silver plated. 
Designed by Leo Lescop for 
TakeCaire.
Collection THIS IS BOMBE!
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“Hétéphères” necklace
Necklace made from recycled 
and varnished paper beads 
elegantly imbricated with 
hand cut-out palms in brass.
Designed by Claire Bonardot 
for TakeCaire.
Collection: QUEENS
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“Hatshepsut” Necklace
Necklace made from recycled 
paper beads.
Designed by Claire Bonardot for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: QUEENS

“Nefertari “necklace
Necklace handmade from 
recycled and varnished paper 
beads elegantly imbricated with 
palms in brass. Designed by 
Claire Bonardot for TakeCaire.
Collection: QUEENS
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“Lotus “bracelet
Lotus flower bracelet 
handmade in brass.

Exists in two finishes: 
Polished brass and 

gold plated.
Designed by 

Lola Mercier for 
TakeCaire.

Collection: LOTUS
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“Lotus “pendant bi-color
Lotus flower pendant with 
blackened brass medallion, 
handmade in brass. Exists in 
two finishes gold plated or 
polished brass. Gold plated 
chain sold separately.
Designed by Lola Mercier for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: LOTUS

“Lotus” flower ring handmade 
in brass. The ring exists in two 
different designs: Twisted and 
Straight. Two different finishes: 
polished brass and gold plated.
Designed by Lola Mercier for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: LOTUS

“Lotus” pendant
Lotus flower pendant handmade 
in brass. Finish polished brass 
or gold plated.  Gold plated 
chain sold separately.
Designed by Lola Mercier for 
TakeCaire.
Collection: LOTUS
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“Lotus” flower ring 
handmade in brass. The 
ring exists in two different 
designs: Twisted and 
Straight. Two different 
finishes: polished brass 
and gold plated.
Designed by Lola Mercier 
for TakeCaire.
Collection: LOTUS
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“Arsinoe Earrings”
Earrings in cut-out brass by 
hand. Finish in polished brass 

or gold plated. 
Designed by Claire Bonardot 

for TakeCaire.
Collection: ARSINOE
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“Demi-Lune” Tote bag
Tote bag made of 
recycled scraps of cotton 
and leather handles. 
Different colors available.
The colors and materials 
of these unique pieces 
adapt to the availability 
of supplies.
Dimensions: H 44cm + 
leather handles W 4 cm
Designed by Lola Mercier 
for TakeCaire.
Collection: CARTOUCHE
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“Embroidered Cotton Bags”
Egyptian cotton shopping 
bags available in two sizes.
They come into 2 different 
types as well: with cotton 
handles or with cotton 
fastener 
Handmade embroideries 
with different naive motifs of 
Egyptian popular scenes.
Customized embroidered 
motifs and sizes upon 
special order.
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Cairo, a Historical City full of unexpected resources.
Cairo is a historical city where artisans, inhabitants and visitors from all horizon’s cross 
paths, a megalopolis with an unimagined wealth of raw materials, used since the 
Pharaonic period, and diversity of traditional know-how /// TakeCaire is based in 
Downtown nearby Old Cairo’s artisanal workshops.

As a first step towards sustaining and giving full meaning to our mission and action, 
TakeCaire has opened a gallery in the heart of Cairo, inside a flat facing the Cairo 
Museum and within walking distance from the now iconic Tahrir Square.
Establishing TakeCaire’s gallery in a 1930’s building is not a coincidence; it is a tribute 
to the history of Cairo, including its contemporary history, a city resolutely turned towards 
its future and intimately linked to the multiple layers of its past molding its social and 
cultural present in an ever so unique way.
The Gallery space has been made possible with the support of Al Ismaelia for Real Estate 
who shares TakeCaire’s vision of making Downtown Cairo a cultural hub, a part of the 
city where creative and positive energies flow, a springboard to creativity sublimated 
through tradition and innovation.

GALLERY IN DOWNTOWN CAIRO, EGYPT
10 MAHMOUD BASSIOUNY STREET, QASR EL NIL
5TH FLOOR, APT 18 - TEL +20 127 7636991
CAIRO GOVERNORATE, EGYPT.
OPEN DAILY 11AM TO 8PM EXCEPT FRIDAY & SUNDAY

www.takecaire.com
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GALLERY IN DOWNTOWN CAIRO, EGYPT
10 MAHMOUD BASSIOUNY STREET, QASR EL NIL
5TH FLOOR, APT 18 - TEL +20 127 7636991
CAIRO GOVERNORATE, EGYPT.

www.takecaire.com


